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78 Abstract—Survival depends on adaptation to shifting environmental risks and opportunities. Regarding risks, the
mechanisms which permit acquisition, recall, and flexible use of aversive associations is poorly understood.
Drawing on the evidence that the orbital frontal cortex is critical to integrating outcome expectancies with flexible
appetitive behavioral responses, we hypothesized that OFC would contribute to behavioral flexibility within an
aversive learning domain. We introduce a fear conditioning procedure in which adult male rats were presented
with shock-paired conditioned stimulus (CS+) or a safety cue (CS�). In a recall test, rats exhibit greater freezing
to the CS+ than the CS�. Temporary inactivation of the ventrolateral OFC with muscimol prior to conditioning did
not affect later discrimination, but inactivation after learning and prior to recall impaired discrimination
between safety and danger cues. This result complements prior research in the appetitive domain and suggests
that the OFC plays a general role in behavioral flexibility regardless of the valence of the CS. � 2018 IBRO. Published

by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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9 INTRODUCTION

10 An animal’s prosperity and survival require flexible

11 adaptation to a constantly changing environment. Past

12 experience shapes decision making in part through the

13 accumulation of learned associations between stimuli

14 and their associated outcomes, which can be used to

15 make predictions and decisions about future behaviors.

16 Areas in the frontal cortex have been especially

17 implicated in this type of associative learning and, of

18 these, the orbital frontal cortex (OFC) seems to be

19 important in mediating cognitive flexibility (Dalley et al.,

20 2004; Murray et al., 2007; Rudebeck and Murray, 2014).

21 There is a vast and rapidly growing body of literature in

22 which the OFC appears to contribute to a wide array of

23 cognitive functions, from novel associative learning,

24 reward valuation, reversal learning, to extinction

25 (Stalnaker et al., 2015).

26 With the goal of resolving complexities regarding the

27 role of OFC in cognitive flexibility, the ‘cognitive map’

28 hypothesis accounts for much of the empirical data

29 regarding OFC function (Wilson et al., 2014). A cognitive

30 map is the mental representation of the external environ-

31 ment (Gallistel, 1989). This theory proposes that the OFC

32 maintains a cognitive map characterized by the current

33task state. For example, using a Pavlovian conditioning

34paradigm, a rat might be trained with repeated cue pre-

35sentations to associate a conditioned stimulus (CS, like

36a flashing light) with the occurrence of an unconditioned

37stimulus reward (US, food pellet). As the rat begins to

38behaviorally distinguish between CS/no-CS trials, a

39reflection of differential reward expectancy, the cognitive

40map theory suggests that the two conditions become

41encoded as separate ‘task states’. Tracking task states,

42particularly those occurring in the same context but with

43opposing outcomes, is considered by this theory to be a

44key function of OFC activity (Wilson et al., 2014). Thus,

45loss of OFC function does not always impair state-

46relevant processing but does invoke noticeable impair-

47ments to performance of tasks requiring differentiation

48between perceptually similar states.

49The cognitive map model captures a significant

50amount of data relating to the function of OFC but a

51limitation of the theory stems from the nearly exclusive

52reliance on behavioral tasks in which the outcome

53expectancies related to the value of desirable stimuli,

54such as food. Regarding aversively motivated

55behaviors, such as conditioned fear in which several

56contributions of the OFC are reported (e.g., Rodriguez-
57Romaguera et al., 2015; Zimmermann et al., 2018) but

58there are conflicting results (Shiba et al., 2016). A test

59of OFC function in a learning context in which the condi-

60tioned stimuli become associated with different expecta-

61tions of aversive outcomes would provide a systematic

62test of the current theory’s generality and provide insight
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63 into the neural circuitry underlying cognitive flexibility in

64 the face of environmental stimuli that predict danger.

65 We recently reported that discriminative fear conditioning

66 leads to differential freezing upon presentations of condi-

67 tioned danger (shock paired CS+) and conditioned safety

68 (unpaired CS�) cues (Chen et al., 2016; Foilb et al.,

69 2016). In the danger and safety learning scenario, the

70 CS+ and CS� could be argued to reflect distinguishable

71 task states that can be called upon to guide behavioral

72 responses, and therefore involve the OFC.

73 The OFC receives polymodal sensory input and

74 projects extensively to the limbic system and midbrain

75 motor regions capable of governing behavioral output

76 (Ongür and Price, 2000; Price, 2007). It is this intersection

77 of polymodal sensory input and visceromotor outputs that

78 makes the OFC relevant to reward processing but also

79 positions it well to map the outcome expectancies of

80 undesirable aversive stimuli. The rat OFC is subdivided

81 into the medial (MO), ventral (VO), ventrolateral (VLO)

82 and lateral (LO) and anterior agranular insular cortex

83 (AI; Price, 2007; Price, 2007). Anatomical, mechanistic

84 and recording experiments targeting these regions pro-

85 vide evidence for some regional functional specificity with

86 regard to decision-making, with medial regions relating

87 more to affective regulation with lateral regions more to

88 sensory integration (Rempel-Clower, 2007; Izquierdo,

89 2017). The vast majority of prior research supporting the

90 cognitive map theory entailed manipulations or electrode

91 recordings from the LO and AI region (Murray et al.,

92 2007; Rudebeck and Murray, 2014; Wilson et al., 2014).

93 Here we use a fear discrimination test with multiple cue

94 trials presented in a quasi-random order such that freez-

95 ing, the behavioral expression of fear, appears to be

96 under the flexible control of the danger or safe signals.

97 This behavioral flexibility should entail the formation and

98 use of a cognitive map and so provides a paradigm suit-

99 able to assess the generality of this role of the OFC in

100 both learning and flexible control of behavior by aversive

101 cues. The AI does not seem to be required for this task

102 (Foilb et al., 2016), therefore we targeted the LO/VO

103 regions with pharmacological inactivation in fear discrimi-

104 nation acquisition or later recall.

105 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

106 Subjects

107 Forty-eight adult male Sprague–Dawley rats from Taconic

108 (Hudson, NY), weighing 250–300 g upon arrival were

109 used. Before surgery, all rats were housed 2 per cage

110 and housed singly after surgery with a short piece of

111 autoclaved manzanita wood for enrichment. All animals

112 were maintained on a 12-h light/dark cycle within the

113 Boston College Animal Care Facility and allowed to

114 habituate to their home cages for one week before the

115 start of surgery or behavior. All experimental protocols

116 were reviewed and approved by the Boston College

117 Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).

118 The fear discrimination acquisition and recall data from

119 8 rats in Experiment 1 receiving polymodal cues were

120 included in a large N analysis of this fear-conditioning

121 paradigm published previously (Foilb et al., 2018).

122Surgical implantation of microinjection cannula

123As previously done (Foilb et al., 2016), rats were anes-

124thetized using isoflurane (3% in O2) and mounted in a

125stereotaxic apparatus. An incision was made in the center

126of the scalp to expose bregma and lambda. Stainless

127steel guide cannula (22 g; Plastics One, Roanoke, VA,

128USA) were implanted bilaterally within the OFC (coordi-

129nates: +3.2 mm anterior/posterior from bregma, ±2.2

130mm medial/lateral from midline, �3.4 mm dorsal/ventral

131from dura) according to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson

132(George and Charles, 2013) to target the VO/LO area.

133Cannulas were fixed to the skull using stainless steel

134screws and acrylic cement. A stylet extending 1 mm ven-

135tral to the tip of the cannula was guided into each side and

136tightened to the top of the fixture to ensure patency. After

137surgery, each rat received 1 dose each of loxicom (1mg/

138kg), penicillin G procaine (15,000 Units), and 5 mL of lac-

139tated Ringers’ solution (Henry Schein, Albany, NY, USA)

140to aide in recovery. The next day, rats were administered

141a second dose of loxicom in accordance with the policy of

142the Boston College IACUC. All animals were allowed one

143week of post-operative recovery before the start of behav-

144ioral testing. During the recovery period, each rat was

145periodically handled and stylets checked to acclimate

146the animals to this type of contact, and also to confirm that

147cannulas remained clear.

148Fear discrimination conditioning

149Conditioning occurred as in previous studies (Chen et al.,

1502016; Foilb et al., 2016; Foilb and Christianson, 2016;

151Foilb et al., 2018) in black plastic boxes, 10 � 11 � 6-in

152(L �W � H) with shock grids (Model H10-11R-TC-SF,

153Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall, PA, USA), and wire

154mesh tops placed inside a ventilated light- and sound-

155attenuating enclosure, 15 � 12 � 27 in (L � W � H).

156Two commercially available arrays of infrared LED lights

157(CMVision Model IR30) illuminated the chamber. Behav-

158ior was recorded using overhead cameras (Model VX-

1595000, Microsoft, Redmond, VA, USA) with infrared-block-

160ing filters replaced by infrared-passing filters. Freezing

161was quantified by computer (ANY-Maze version 4.99,

162Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL, USA), using the settings recom-

163mended by the manufacturer (as previously verified in

164Christianson et al., 2011). A white LED array (Model

165LPL620WTHD, Hampton Bay) and a speaker mounted

166at the top of the chamber were used for delivery of condi-

167tioned stimuli.

168Conditioning entailed 15 presentations of each the CS

169+ (the danger cue) and the CS� (the safety signal). A

170white noise pip sound (pip-duration = 10 ms, interval =

1713 Hz, 75 dB), and flashing LED lights (264.0 Lux, on/off,

17220 Hz) were used as the conditioning cues. In one

173experiment these cues were compared to

174distinguishable auditory cues (described below).

175Assignment of light or pip as the CS+ or CS� was

176counterbalanced in each experiment. Each conditioning

177session began with 2 min of context exposure to

178habituate to the chamber alone. Conditioning trials

179began with a 5-s, 1-kHz tone, followed immediately by a

18015-s presentation of either the CS+ or CS�. The trials
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